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3M applies science in collaborative ways to improve lives
daily. Learn more about thecompany, thepeople, and the
impact 3M can make.

Adam Tech's continues itʼs goal to offer a wide range of
world class connectors and cable assemblies

As a division of Zettler Group North America, American
Zettler Inc. offers application-engineering, sales, distribution
and customer service for a broad product range of
Electromechanical Relays to meet many specific requirements
of diverse commercial and industrial applications.

Amphenol RF is the worldʼs largest manufacturer of coaxial
connectors for use in radio frequency, microwave, and data
transmission system applications.

Advanced Cable Ties provides the convenience of having all
the cable ties and cable tie accessories any homeowner or
tradesperson will ever need.

For over two decades, bright led has become one of the
worldʼs leading led suppliers seeking unusual quality and
service.

AVERY DENNISON designs and delivers pressure-sensitive
adhesives and tapes, engineered fasteners, films and
labeling materials for custom applications for the
automotive industry.

Bivar offers innovative products to position components on
PCBs, secure PCBs in enclosures, moving Light with LED
Indication or upgrade LED Lighting.

Johanson Technology specializes in the design and
manufacture of high quality RF & Microwave ceramic chip
capacitors, inductors and integrated passives.

The engineering teams of KOA Speer are developing a wide
range of new smaller sizes and integrated packages to
accommodate higher clock speeds and product downsizing.

Bussmann products continue to reflect a long-standing
tradition of providing fusible circuit protection and electrical
safety solutions that help protect equipment and enable
reliable, efficient power distribution.

ECS Inc. Internationalis at the forefront of servicing a growing
global demand for highly reliable and innovative passive
components, components meeting the needs of the
world today and beyond.

EDAC offers a wide range of products including Card Edge,
Rack and Panel, RJ45 & Telecom Jacks, USB & Firewire,
Waterproof, PLCC Sockets, D-Sub, Pin Headers and custom
cable assemblies.

Holy Stone Enterprise Co. Ltd, also known as HEC, is a
leading manufacturer of MLCCʼs.

JKL is one of the nation's leading suppliers and distributors
of cold cathode fluorescent lamps, DC-AC inverters, LEDs,
ultraviolet lamps, miniature and sub-miniature lamps and
lighting accessories.

Mag Layersʼ commitment to innovative technology, with
advanced material, component design, processing, and
automation, helps us to develop cutting edge and exciting
products to the market.

NIC Components Corp. has been manufacturing and
designing passive components for over 36 years. By
integrating design, raw materials and production expertise,
NIC has established itself as a leader in passive component
technology.

NMB Technologies Corporation is a MinebeaMitsumi Group
company; is a volume leader in the design and
manufacturing of precision electro-mechanical components
such as small motors, backlight and LED lighting products,
and sensors.

Novacap is a Specialty Components manufacturer, which
means we choose to take on the complex challenges that
come with High Reliability, High Temperature, High
Performance and High Frequency solutions.

Ohmite Manufacturing Company has been the leading
provider of resistive products for high current, high voltage,
and high energy applications for over 90 years. The
company's full complement of resistor construction includes
wirewound, wire element, thick film, and ceramic composition.

OST offers customers a variety of thousands of products.
The most popular of these include terminal blocks, sockets,
USB, headers and other interconnect products.

A manufacturer and supplier of Light Emitting Diode and
Liquid Crystal Display products.

Leading Manufacturer of wire management/wire
infrastructure equipment supporting power, communication,
computing and security systems.

Power Dynamics offers a comprehensive range of
interconnect products and accessories which are designed
and manufactured to meet the application requirements of
Original Equipment Manufacturers worldwide.

RCD's corporate energies have been channeled into the
research, design, development and production of
components with uncompromising levels of quality.

Widley known connector company with a commitment to
exceptional service supporting quality board to board, high
speed and automotive interconnect products.

Stackpole Electronics is a privately held company, which
began manufacturing resistors in 1928 as part of Stackpole
Components Company in St. Mary's, Pennsylvania, USA.

Complete line of electronic connectors, adapters and cable
assembly including; DC Power Jacks, RCA Jacks, Audio,
Video Jacks, Board to Board Interconnect Connectors,
Switches, Modular Jacks, Custom Products/Connectors and
mating cable assemblies, etc.

Syfer is a Specialty Components manufacturer, which means
we choose to take on the complex challenges that come with
High Reliability, High Temperature, High Performance and
High Frequency solutions.

Tocos is a worldwide supplier of electronic components
specializing in quality potentiometer products.

WPI offers real solutions to manufacturing and supply line
issues with an electronic component product offering that is
synergistic and focused on major markets including;

Global leader in Automotive Power, Data and Display
Technologies specializing in connectors, wire harness, power
distribution and EV Technologies.

Automotive, Telecom, Industrial, Power Supply, Surge Suppression,
and Wireless.

